Abstract: An invariant imbedding T-matrix (II-TM) method is used to calculate the single-scattering properties of 8-column aggregate ice crystals. The II-TM based backscatter values are compared with those calculated by the improved geometric-optics method (IGOM) to refine the backscattering properties of the ice cloud radiative model used in the MODIS Collection 6 cloud optical property product. The integrated attenuated backscatter-tocloud optical depth (IAB-ICOD) relation is derived from simulations using a CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite) lidar simulator based on a Monte Carlo radiative transfer model. By comparing the simulation results and co-located CALIPSO and MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) observations, the non-uniform zonal distribution of ice clouds over ocean is characterized in terms of a mixture of smooth and rough ice particles. The percentage of the smooth particles is approximately 6% and 9% for tropical and midlatitude ice clouds, respectively.
Introduction
Ice clouds play a significant role in the Earth's radiation budget and climate [1] [2] [3] [4] . The cooling or warming effect of an ice cloud depends on the microphysical properties of the cloud (e.g., ice crystal shape and size) and the relevant optical properties such as ice cloud optical depth (ICOD). However, accurately measuring ice cloud properties and their variations on a global scale is quite challenging.
Satellite remote sensing observations are widely used to infer ice cloud properties. Specifically, active lidar observations provide useful information for retrieving the microphysical and optical properties of ice clouds [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For cloudy scenes, lidar signals are mainly determined by the bulk backscattering properties of cloud particles. A critical lidar measurement is the integrated attenuated backscatter (IAB), which is an integration of the backscattered light after attenuation through a cloud layer [5] . IAB is largely related to optical depth [5] ; thus, the optical depth of a cloud or aerosol layer can be derived directly from IAB measurements [14, 15] if the relevant optical depth is smaller than approximately 3. However, two additional parameters are required, namely, the lidar ratio (LR) and the multiple scattering coefficient (MSC). The lidar ratio is physically defined as the ratio of the volume extinction coefficient to the volume backscatter coefficient, and is proportional to the inverse of the phase function in the 180° backscattering direction. The LR of ice clouds is therefore a function of the backscattering properties of the clouds, and, under certain conditions such as high signal to noise, can be inferred directly from lidar measurements [16] [17] [18] . By assuming appropriate LRs, measured backscatter can help determine cloud extinction, the vertical integral of which is optical depth [19, 20] . The MSC, a correction factor that accounts for the multiple scattering of photons within the cloud that are subsequently detected by the lidar receiver, depends on the receiver design and distance from the target; and it is a pre-specified parameter in ICOD retrievals using lidar IAB, and therefore an additional source of ICOD retrieval uncertainty [21] .
The microphysical and optical properties of ice clouds have been extensively studied [22] [23] [24] [25] . The single scattering properties of distinct ice crystal habits (shapes) [26] [27] [28] with various microphysical characteristics such as surface roughness and internal inhomogeneity can be calculated using numerical approaches. Currently, numerically rigorous methods such as the invariant imbedding T-matrix method (II-TM) [29, 30] can only calculate the singlescattering properties of particles that are much smaller than the typical ice crystals found within ice clouds at lidar application wavelengths (e.g. 532nm) due to computational resource limitation. Only geometric optics methods such as the improved geometric optics method (IGOM) [31] are applicable for larger particles. Geometric optics methods are accurate enough for large particles except for backscatter computations [32] .
In this study, the scattering properties of ice crystals are calculated using both the II-TM and IGOM. Synergically combining the results from the two methods, a refined ice cloud radiative property model for the backscatter direction is suggested. We then simulate the IAB-ICOD relation for several ice cloud radiative property models using a Monte Carlo radiative transfer model (MCRTM), which is a modified version of that developed by Hu et al. [33] . The simulation results are compared with observations from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) onboard the Aqua satellite [34] and the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) on the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite (CALIPSO) platform [11] . Both satellites fly in the A-train constellation [35] and view the same location less than 3 minutes apart [36] , and thus in most cases measure the properties of the same clouds. MODIS level 2 data provides retrieved optical depths of ice clouds [37] and CALIPSO level 2 lidar data [38] provides measured integrated attenuated backscatter values associated with ice clouds. By co-locating the two data sets, the retrieved IAB-ICOD relation can be compared with the simulation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the theory, methodology, and data used in the study. Section 3 presents, compares, and analyzes the simulation results of the IAB-ICOD relation and satellite data. Section 4 gives a summary and conclusions.
Theory and methodology

Integrated attenuated backscatter-cloud optical depth relation
The IAB-ICOD relation is defined in terms of ice cloud optical depth (τ ) by [5, 14] ( ) 
where S is the lidar ratio and η is the multiple scattering coefficient. The detailed derivation of the above relation is discussed in [5] , where η is implicitly assumed to be independent of optical depth for a uniform number concentration distribution of particles in clouds. The lidar ratio, in units of sr is the ratio of the volume extinction coefficient to the volume backscatter coefficient and can be given in terms of the backscattering phase function value in the form:
where 11 (180 ) P  is the phase function in the 180° backscattering direction and ω  is the single-scattering albedo (SSA). For a non-absorbing particle, i.e., ω  = 1, S is then simply the inverse of the normalized phase function at scattering angle 180° [14] . The multiple scattering coefficient η is the ratio of apparent experimental visible extinction coefficient to true visible extinction coefficient, and has the interval (0, 1] with 1 η = indicating no multiple scattering.
From Eq. (2), it is obvious that the IAB approaches the constant 1/ 2 S η when optical depth is extremely large. This suggests that there is a critical value of IAB for each cloud, and that lidars can only detect far boundaries of layers with relatively small optical depth, typically τ less than approximately 3 to 4.
CALIOP lidar simulation
A simulator based on a Monte Carlo radiative transfer model (MCRTM) is used to simulate the signals received by the CALIOP lidar. MCRTM is similar to a ray-tracing method; thus by tracing the random paths of a large number of photons, the distribution of scattered light can be quantified if there are sufficient photons to lead to a convergence of the simulations. MCRTM can directly model almost any physical scattering process [39] , though it is computationally expensive. In the original model by Hu et al. [33] , the bulk phase function of cloud particles is directly used in the simulation. For an ice crystal of typical size, the forward direction of the phase function at a non-absorbing wavelength is always sharply peaked, which can result in errors when determining the scattering angle. In the modified version used here, the Delta-M Method (DMM) [40] is applied to truncate the forward scattering peak of the phase function. Note that after truncation, the SSA, optical depth, and other output results must be scaled based on the similarity principle [40] [41] [42] .
For the CALIOP lidar, the field of view (FOV) of the receiver is 130 μrad, the satellite altitude ( s H ) is 705km above mean sea level, and the pointing angle ( 0 θ ) is 3° from nadir [43] with azimuth assumed to be zero. The laser transmits linearly polarized light at 1064 nm and 532 nm, with the backscatter at 1064 nm being measured by a single avalanche photodiode. At 532 nm, a polarization beam splitter and a pair of photomultiplier tubes are used to separately measure the backscattered light polarized both parallel and perpendicular to the polarization plane of the transmitted beam [43] . Simulation inputs include the number of cloud layers, along with the cloud top ( ti H ) and base ( bi H ) altitudes (i is the index of cloud layers from top to bottom), cloud optical depths ( i τ ), and the scattering properties for each cloud layer. Each single layer is divided into some number of bins similar to the range bins in a lidar signal and the numbers of bins can be specified in the simulator. The mean cloud extinction coefficient is
In addition, a sufficient number of photons are specified such that the results converge.
Each new "incident" photon is initialized before tracing. The initial location of the photon is on the top of the highest layer ( τ is the lowest cloud layer, the photon exits the cloud and no energy is reflected back to the sensor. The configuration of the atmosphere in the simulation is shown in Fig. 1 . The detailed steps of photon tracing procedure are explained in [33] . 
where re ΔΩ is the lidar receiver's aperture (a solid angle), ( ) P Θ is the bulk phase matrix of cloud particles, Θ is the scattering angle, r θ is the zenith angle of the propagation direction are the angles between the photon's polarization reference plane and the scattering plane before and after scattering, respectively. Θ , 1 ϕ and 2 ϕ can be analytically calculated according to spherical trigonometry relations [33, 44] . The rotation matrix is defined as
The scattering direction can then be determined using the phase function and two uniformly distributed random numbers 2 r and 3 r , such that 
If the photon is within the cloud, the location of next the photon-particle interaction is determined by Eq. (4), and Eq. (5) to Eq. (11) are followed to determine the energy scattered back to the receiver from the interaction. The photon is traced following these steps until it exits the cloud or is absorbed. ), the photon is assumed to be totally absorbed. The photon tracing process is repeated for all of the photons in the pre-specified number limit. In the end, the averaged Stokes vector of all the photons is the signal received by the lidar; note, the IAB is the I component in the Stokes vector.
As stated above, the phase function used in the simulator is truncated. In order to conserve the polarization properties of the particles, the ratio of the other elements of the phase matrix to the phase function is held constant using 11 11 , , 1,2,3,4
where ij P and ij P′ are original and truncated phase matrix elements, respectively.
Due to the phase function truncation, the output of the model is inconsistent with the specified cloud properties and needs correcting. The direct model output of IAB is ( )
where the subscript t indicates truncation and τ ′ is the scaled optical depth. According to Eq.
(3) and the relation between ij P and ij P′ ( )
where fwd f is the fraction of truncated energy of forward scattering. Thus, the ratio of actual IAB to the simulated IAB should be coefficient η is an adjustable parameter varying with cloud particle number concentration. In the present simulations, η is set to be the least square fitted values from co-located observations. With the same optical depth, a denser cloud with a smaller η potentially has a higher possibility for light to be scattered multiple times. From this perspective, the truncation process decreases the density of cloud particles in the simulation because the cloud optical depth is reduced with unchanged physical depth. Thus t η is always larger than η .
The mean amount of the time during which a photon remains in the cloud is proportional to the optical depth specified in the model. After truncation, optical depths used in the calculation in fact become smaller. Furthermore, when optically thicker clouds are used in the model, photons are scattered more times. Due to the randomness of the Monte Carlo method, this will result in larger relative errors than in a thinner cloud with the same number of photons. Thus, much calculation time can be saved and errors are reduced if the truncation process is applied.
Backscatter refinement of the ice crystal scattering model
In our simulation, a one-layer ice cloud is assumed with varied cloud properties. The ice crystal model is based on a database developed by Yang et al. [45] that includes the scattering, absorption, and polarization properties of 11 ice crystal habits, with three degrees of surface roughening, at a number of wavelengths between 0.2µm and 100µm. The habits used in the MODIS Collection 5 (C5) [46, 47] and Collection 6 (C6) [48] cloud optical property retrievals are both included in the simulations. The MODIS C5 model is a mixture of 6 habits with smooth surfaces and the percentages of the habits vary with particle size. In previous studies of remote sensing and cloud radiative effects [49] [50] [51] [52] , ice crystal models with rough surfaces have been shown to provide better consistency between polarimetric, lidar, and infrared observations than those with smooth surfaces. The MODIS C6 model assumes only one habit, namely a severely roughened 8-column aggregate, which has been demonstrated to have better spectral consistency in cloud optical thickness retrieval [49] . Furthermore, radiative transfer simulations show quite close fitting of theoretical polarized reflectivity values to the PARASOL counterparts if the severely roughened 8-column aggregate model model is used [25] . With the MODIS C6 model, the bulk ice cloud optical properties are derived by assuming a Gamma particle size distribution with an effective variance of 0.1.
The phase function of randomly oriented ice crystals with smooth surface in backscatter direction has been shown having a backscattering peak [53] due to corner reflection effect [54] [55] [56] . In fact, although rough surfaces diminish the intensity of backscattered light to some extent, there is still a peak in the backscattering direction. Rigorous numerical calculations using II-TM show backscattering peaks in the phase functions of both smooth and rough particles (Fig. 2) . Nevertheless, when computational resources are limited, rigorous numerical simulations based on solving Maxwell's equations are only feasible in the small-to-moderate size parameter range (<150). The scattering properties of larger particles must be computed by IGOM, which is accurate for the phase function calculations except in a scattering range of 175°-180° where ignoring the interference of reflected light gives rise to substantial errors [32] . Zhou and Yang [32] proposed an empirical equation to modify the backscattering part of the phase function of a rough particle calculated by IGOM: Zhou and Yang [32] found that R = 0.7 is optimal to fit a previously retrieved lidar ratio 33 ± 5 sr [14] and multiple scattering coefficient 0.5-0.8 [57] for single hexagonal particles. However, the R value for severely roughened 8-column aggregates needs to be determined by rigorous numerical calculation. At the 180° scattering angle, Eq. (16) can be expressed as 1 R ζ = + for sin / 1 δ δ → when δ approaches zero, as given by L'Hôpital's rule [58] . Thus the R value can be acquired by comparing phase functions at 180° calculated by IGOM and II-TM in the size range where the II-TM is available.
Satellite Data
In this study, the CALIPSO lidar Level-2 version 3 1km Cloud Layer product and the Collection 6 Aqua MODIS Level-2 cloud optical property product (MYD06) [59] are colocated to compare observed IAB and ICOD with simulations. The associated parameters include time, latitude and longitude from the two data sets, feature classification flags and the number of layers found from CALIPSO lidar product and cloud phase and cloud multilayer flags from MYD06. The geolocation and time parameters are used to find the pixels detected by lidar and MODIS at the same location simultaneously. Then the cloud phase and layer parameters are used to select pixels that are classified as single layer ice cloud with high confidence by the retrieval algorithms of the two data product. The CALIPSO Cloud Layer product provides cloud top and base height as well as IAB at 532 nm and 1064 nm. MYD06 provides the cloud optical depth for the MODIS 660 nm spectral channel and effective particle radius. The effective particle radius in MYD06 helps select the ice cloud with effective radius from 20 microns to 60 microns. Spatial and temporal co-location of the two data sets thus provides IAB-ICOD relations for real ice clouds.
Since the MYD06 cloud optical depth retrievals correspond to the 660 nm spectral channel, it is therefore necessary to scale the data to 532 nm and 1064 nm for consistency with the CALIPSO lidar. The cloud optical depth at different wavelengths satisfies the relation
where ext Q is bulk extinction coefficient. Therefore, the ice cloud optical depth at 650 nm can be scaled to the counterparts at 532 nm and 1064 nm using Eq. (17) by combining ice cloud particle effective radius retrievals with the bulk extinction coefficients of severely roughened 8-column aggregates. The bulk extinction coefficients are obtained from integration of particle size distribution and single particle extinction coefficients from Yang et al.'s database [45] .
Results and Analysis
Backscatter Calculation
II-TM and IGOM are used to calculate the backscatter of severely roughened 8-column aggregate ice crystals. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the phase functions in the backscattering directions for aggregates with size parameter 130 at wavelengths 532 nm and 1064 nm. Obviously, the phase function calculated by II-TM has a strong backscattering peak compared with the counterpart produced by IGOM. II-TM rigorously solves Maxwell's equations and considers the interference and polarization states of electromagnetic waves involved in the scattering process. The effect may result in the enhancement of backscatter. In contrast, IGOM, based on the principles of geometric optics [31] , is an approximate approach that is not able to accurately capture all relevant physical processes.
The dimensionless normalized backscatter values at the 180° scattering angle for various size parameters calculated by II-TM at two wavelengths are shown in Fig. 4 . The integral of the normalized phase function over all solid angles is 4 . For size parameters smaller than 100, the backscatter increases with increasing size parameter almost linearly. At size parameter around 100, it begins to approach an asymptotic value. The asymptotic values for the 532 nm and 1064 nm wavelengths are about 0.31 and 0.28, respectively. Due to limited computing resources, it is difficult to use the T-matrix method for larger size particles. However, from Fig. 4 it is reasonable to anticipate that the backscatter values for larger particles are nearly constant. This backscatter saturation phenomenon results from weakening of the diffraction effect in particle edges with increased size parameters. For larger size parameters, less light is diffracted by the edges of the particle and more light is reflected. When the edge diffraction approaches zero, the backscatter tends to be a constant. The asymptotic limit of backscatter may vary with different particle habits and surface roughness.
Backscatter Modification
The backscatter calculated by IGOM also reaches asymptotic values at the 532 nm (0.19) and 1064 nm (0.17) wavelengths at nearly the same size parameter. Therefore, the R values for backscatter enhancement at the two wavelengths are about 0.61 and 0.6, respectively.
An ice cloud with rough aggregate particles should have lidar ratios of 40.5 sr at 532 nm and 45.0 sr at 1064 nm, as calculated by Eq. (3). However, previous studies by Chen et al [17] and Josset et al [14] estimated the cirrus lidar ratio to be 29 ± 12 sr and 33 ± 5 sr at 532 nm, respectively. Thus the model with only rough aggregates may overestimate the lidar ratio of a realistic ice cloud. In other words, real ice clouds show somewhat stronger backscatter than that suggested by the rough aggregate model. Naturally, though ice crystals with rough surfaces may predominate an ice cloud, there are likely a small fraction of smooth ice crystals. Because smooth ice crystals have much stronger backscatter than rough crystals, it is plausible to expect that an ice cloud model with a mixture of rough and smooth particles be an optimal representation of a realistic ice cloud.
The optical properties of an ice cloud having both smooth and rough particles can be calculated by
where s wt is a weighting parameter related to the fraction of smooth particles, and X is any optical parameter such as the phase matrix, SSA, or extinction coefficient, with subscript s indicating smooth particles and r indicating rough particles. The weighting parameter s wt is a function of the fraction of the smooth particles and its mean extinction cross section, such that , , ,
where s f is the fraction of smooth particles in the ice cloud in terms of number concentration, and The halo peaks in the MODIS C5 phase function are not seen with the MODIS C6 model, as surface roughening acts to smooth the phase function. The lidar observations are very sensitive to the backscatter peak with the measured backscatter sensitive to differences in the LR. The LRs of the models of MODIS C5, modified MODIS C6 without and with 9% smooth particles are 10 sr, 40.5 sr and 32 sr at 532 nm and 20 sr, 45 sr and 34 sr at 1064 nm respectively.
Simulation Results and Comparison with Data
The IAB-ICOD relations of the three ice cloud models (i.e., smooth, rough, and a mixture of smooth of rough ice particles) introduced above are simulated. Forward modeling parameters, including optical depth, cloud top and base height, are obtained from co-located CALIPSO and MODIS data. The simulated IAB is compared with measured IAB at two wavelengths.
The co-located data ranges temporally from January 1st 2015 to February 1st 2015, and spatially over the Pacific and Atlantic oceans between 60°S and 60°N. The parameters including cloud top, cloud base height and ice cloud optical depth from a randomly selected 590-pixel co-located data subset are used in the simulation. Comparisons between the simulations and observations are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . Obviously, the simulation results using the MODIS C5 model (left columns in Figs. 6 and 7) deviate significantly from the measured IAB-ICOD relation. In contrast, the MODIS C6 model with only rough aggregates (middle columns) fits fairly well, but adding a small fraction of smooth particles (right columns) yields a better fit. The observations are shown for two latitude bands, namely the low latitudes (30°N to 30°S) the middle latitudes (30°N to 60°N and 30°S to 60°S). The distribution of observation frequency in Fig. 6 suggests that in middle latitudes (bottom rows in Figs. 6 and 7) ice clouds are generally optically thicker than in low latitudes (top rows), which may reflect temperature differences. Applying least square fitting to the two groups of data, the best fitted lidar ratio S and multiple scattering coefficient The best fitted multiple scattering coefficients are used in Eq. (15) as η in the simulations.
Associated backscatter values are around 0.35 for low latitudes and 0.39 for middle latitudes, which correspond to smooth particle fractions of roughly 6% and 9%, respectively. The same analysis procedure is applied for IAB-ICOD relation at 1064 nm shown in Fig.  7 . The best fitted S and η values at 1064 nm are 37.5 sr and 0.58, respectively, in low latitudes, and 33.8 sr and 0.67, respectively, in middle latitudes. The fractions of smooth particles are also about 6% and 9%, which reveals the spectral consistency of the ice cloud model.
In summary, though the fraction of smooth particles may not be precise, the results suggest that there may be more smooth ice particles in ice clouds over middle latitude oceans than over low latitude oceans. This zonally non-uniform distribution of smooth particles may have multiple causes such as temperature differences [60] [61] [62] . As an indicator of cloud particle density, the ice cloud η at both wavelengths is smaller over low than middle latitudes, thus ice crystals may have a higher number concentration in low than in middle latitudes. It may also indicate that the cloud temperature is colder in the tropics. Since generally, colder clouds will have smaller ice crystal sizes and thus less energy scattered into the forward direction, which may indicate a larger multiple scattering coefficient.
Summary and Conclusion
This study focuses on the backscatter of ice clouds. The single-scattering properties of 8-column aggregate ice crystals are calculated by both numerically rigorous and approximate methods. A CALIPSO lidar simulator based on a Monte Carlo radiative transfer model is then used to simulate the integrated attenuated backscatter-to-cloud optical depth (IAB-ICOD) relation of the refined ice cloud model. The simulation results are compared with co-located MODIS and CALIPSO data, and provide rationale in support of the simulated backscatter. In addition, some characteristics of ice clouds, namely the fraction of smooth ice crystals, are inferred from backscatter information.
The invariant imbedding T-matrix method as a numerically rigorous method is used to calculate the phase function of 8-column aggregate ice crystals with size parameters smaller than 150. It is shown that there is a significant backscatter peak in the phase functions for both smooth and rough particles. The backscatter value increases linearly with size parameter, and reaches a constant at size parameter above 100. Therefore, though the T-matrix method is not feasible to calculate large particles, it is reasonable to assume that the backscatter of larger particles is nearly constant. IGOM does not compute a backscattering peak in the phase function that is calculated using II-TM. An empirical formula proven to be correct in backscatter simulation is applied to modify phase functions calculated by IGOM. The modified backscatter is consistent with the accurate value calculated by II-TM. Nevertheless, the corresponding lidar ratio is apparently too large compared with observed values that are typically around 30. One possible explanation is that real ice clouds contain a certain fraction of smooth particles that have enhanced backscattering.
To verify the modified ice cloud model, a CALIPSO lidar simulator is used to simulate the IAB-COD relation for the MODIS C5 ice cloud model and the backscatter-adjusted MODIS C6 counterparts with and without smooth particles. Furthermore, the simulation results are compared with co-located MODIS and CALIPSO data from two different latitudinal bands. The IAB-ICOD relation of MODIS C5 shows substantial deviations from the observations. For MODIS C6 adjusted with backscatter, the simulated IAB-ICOD relations fit the observed data reasonably. The quality of the fits is improved further when a small fraction of smooth particles are added. Fitting the simulated IAB-ICOD relations shows that, for the roughened ice crystal model assumed in the present study, the fractions of smooth particles in ice clouds over low and middle latitude oceans are, respectively, 6% and 9% with similar results at both CALIPSO wavelengths. This implies that ice clouds over middle latitude oceans may contain more smooth particles. In addition, the significant difference of multiple scattering coefficients in the two latitudinal bands may suggest a higher particle number concentration in lower latitudes and lower temperature for tropical ice cloud. Further quantitative research and in situ measurements are needed to confirm these findings about ice crystal habits, properties and distribution.
